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3 Steps To An Awesome Avatar
So, here's the thing: even if you imagine what you have to offer has mass market appeal, casting
a wide net in a bid to speak to everybody with every message can be a waste of time, energy
(and probably money). All you'll end up with is a diluted message that doesn't really, truly speak
to anybody - even those who really would, could, should be magnetically attracted to you. Not in
a way they'll give a crap about anyway.
You can, of course, develop many Avatars for many markets, but you must begin with one. So it
makes sense to begin with the one with the least resistance to you, the one that is ready, willing,
and able to take up your offer and will absolutely love what you do. And the key to
understanding and thus, effectively communicating with your 'special one', is in the development
of an Awesome Avatar.
This Workbook offers a simple, efficient, and consistent process to help better understand your
target customer's wantings, thinkings and feelings and provide the insight you need to
transform a one-dimensional Average Avatar into a multi-dimensional Awesome Avatar.
The process involves three user-friendly parts, each comprising a set of natural, logical steps to
complete as you go...
Part 1: The Questions - is a set of simple checklists to help clarify what you need to know (and
also highlight any gaps you need to fill).
Part 2: The Answers - is where you do the actual ‘filling in’ to flesh out your Avatar’s
character and create the backbone of your future reference document.
Part 3: The Stories - is where you bring all the information together and develop deeper insight
and greater understanding of what your target customer thinks, feels, needs, and - most
importantly - how they act. And it’s this step that makes the difference between an Average
Avatar and an Awesome Avatar.
The bottom line is (quite literally) this: the more you understand your customers, the more you’ll
become a useful, reliable, credible source to them; and the more valuable they’ll ultimately
become to you. So with that good old-fashioned Win/Win in mind, let’s begin...
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Step 1: The Questions

4 Part Checklist Set

1: Checklists

Level 1:
Foundations
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Before you jump into the meat of the workbook exercises, these checklists can
help provide a quick overview of what you need to know, the questions you
need to ask and where the gaps in 'what you know' might be. Beginning with the
basics...

1.1: Demographics
Name
Age
Sex
Location
Education
Occupation | Job Title | Role
Income
Marital Status | Family
Home (Rent | Own | Share | Solo)
Causes
Digital | Tech | Web Awareness
Interests
Info sources (sites, blogs, magazines, groups, media, inﬂuencers)

1: Checklists
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1.2: Traits

1.3: Cores

Values

Problems

Attitudes

Pains

Beliefs

Fears

Politics

Objections

Lifestyle

Challenges

Ethics

Obstacles

Religion | Spirituality

Hates

1.4: Aspirations
Wants most
Needs most
Desires most
Why they want it; why they need it; why they desire it
What they lack
What they want to be
Attributes and behaviours they aspire to
What they need to bridge their aspiration gap
Who they'd like to emulate

Step 2: The Answers

4 Part Worksheet Set

2.1: Demographics
It’s basic stuff, but it’s stuff that can help visualise a real person. Visualise a
real person, and you can begin to talk to them man-to-man, woman-towoman or any combination in-between...

Platinum Points
Name
Age
Sex
Location
Education
Occupation/Job Title
Income
Family Status
Home (Rent/Own)

Silver Points
Causes

Web/Tech Knowhow

Interests

Gold Star
Info Sources
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2.2: Traits
What makes them tick, is what makes them do. Understand this, and you
can understand what they need. Seek to empathise, so you can connect and
communicate in a super-state of symbiosis...

Platinum Points
Values

Attitudes

Beliefs

Silver Points
Politics

Lifestyle

Ethics

Religion/Spirituality

Gold Star
A favoured quote (to
understand their
mindset), might be...
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2.3: Cores
What drives or stops your target customer is their hopes, dreams, desires
and fears. But if you dig deeper, what speciﬁcally are their core drivers? The
things that dictate what, why, and how, they do what they do?

Platinum Points
Problems

Pains

Fears

Silver Points
Objections

Challenges

Obstacles

Gold Star
Inﬂuential Books Or
Authors
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2.4: Aspirations
Aspirations are at the core of the cores, but are so, so important they get
their very own step. But, what motivates those aspirations? It’s about the
why, more than the what. The surface stuff is useful, but what lies beneath?

Platinum Points
Wants most

Needs most

Desires most

Why they want it,
need it, desire it

Silver Points
What do they lack?

What/who do they
want to be?
What attributes do
they aspire to?
How can you help
bridge the gap between
where they are, and
where they want to be?

Gold Star
The person they’d
most like to emulate
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Step 3: The Stories

2 Part Worksheet Set

3.1: Thinks-Feels-Says Story

Level 1:
Foundations

This is the cool bit. Simply use what you’ve learned so far to ﬁll in the blanks,
you'll then have all the core information you need to be able to weave together a
neatly summarised story that can then provide a quick beeline to their brain.

Platinum Points
The main problem on their mind right now is:

This makes them feel:

If they could remove this frustration, then:

And then they’d feel:

They have:

But lack:

We can help them change the way they feel and bridge this gap by:

1

3.1: Thinks-Feels-Says Story
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Silver Points
They would like to embody someone who:

But, the missing link is:

They have some conﬁdence they can:

If they can just:

What they want most is to feel:

So they can:

Gold Star
We can help them feel better, ascend to an improved situation and solve their problems by:

And this will result in them:

3.1: Thinks-Feels-Says Story
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All Together Now
Use this space to paste in all your answers, and then edit into a neat little summarised story...

3.2: Buying Process Story
It’s just a story, but it’s an important story. It’s your Customer’s Buying Process
Story. The story of how they became your happy, clappy customer. Why they
needed you. How they found you. And, why they bought from you...

Platinum Points
What problem/need were they thinking about before they bought your product?

What were they hoping to solve or accomplish?

How were they feeling and why?

What would the beneﬁts of ﬁnding a solution be?

Where did they begin their research?

How did they ﬁnd you/hear about you?

How did they feel once they’d found you?

What objections/resistance did they have?
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3.2: Buying Process Story

Level 1:
Foundations
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Silver Points
What other options did they consider?

What persuaded them, your product was right for them?

How did they overcome their objections and resistance?

What was unique about you or your product that helped seal the deal?

What was the ﬁnal trigger that made them decide to purchase?

Did they purchase on impulse or take time to evaluate?

Did they make the buying decision, or did they need approval from someone else?

Gold Star
How did they feel once they’d purchased?

What was the outcome once they’d consumed?

How did this make them feel?

3.2: Buying Process Story
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All Together Now
Paste your answers below, weave them together and ta-da! You have your buying process story...

Are You Good?

Level 1:
Foundations
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Now you have your 'perfect one’ ﬂeshed out into a myriad of colourful multidimensions - it’s time to grab their attention. But before you get glammed up
for those selﬁes on Tinder, you should prepare the way with the next step in
the Funnel Framework: Creating Your Value Proposition Statement
But the good news is, once your Avatar's in the bag; this next step becomes oh so
much easier to do. Which in turn - ripple-ripple - will make all your Landing Page and
Marketing Copy a whole lot easier too. Woo. See, how that works?

Check it out here: First Steps To A Customer Speciﬁc Value Proposition Statement

Still stuck? Check out...
The Awesome Avatar (Done With You) Service
If you're short of time, ﬁnd yourself held up, or just need a little help or a second
opinion - help is at hand. With the DWY Service, you can book a call and we’ll go
through the workbook together, then get the completed Avatar document done,
dusted and back to you double-quick-sharp (like this), so no need to get held up or
stay stuck.

Check The Avatar DWY Service Here

The Awesome Avatar (Done For You) Design Service
Want everyone in your business to really appreciate just how
awesome your Avatar really is?
Our DFY Design Service will banish that boring, plain old
monochrome text doc to the rubbish bin, and replace it with
a full colour (almost) living, breathing image rich PDF (or
animated slide-show) customised to properly evoke the spirit,
thoughts, feelings and desires of your target customer.

More Info Here

SARAH LOWES 32
Art Director
Liverpool
Single
One Kid
Saving For A Spouse

- demographics -
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Miss something?
Get The Full Set Of Level 1 Guides & Checklists Here
Or begin at the beginning...
Download The Funnel Framework Level 1 Blueprint Here
Read 3 Steps To A Killer Core Product (Action Guide) Here
Read 3 Steps To A Killer Lead Magnet (Action Guide) Here
Read 3 Steps To A Strategic Tripwire (Action Guide) Here
To get the next free guide: First Steps To A Value Proposition Statement: Join Us
On The Mailing List Here

Wanna talk?

Like this pdf design?

Book A 1-2-1 Call Here

Done For You: Try Our PDF Design Service Here

Ask A Quick Question Here

DIY: Try Visme For Engaging Presentations,
Infographics, PDF's And Other Visual Content
For Free Here

Get Priority Attention Here
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Who?
Over the years - ok decades Nick Conneff has turned in his
best work, initially as a deep
house DJ; turned producer, then
a property investor; turned
entrepreneur and he's currently
turning his hand to helping likeminded individuals with
conversion copywriting and
digital marketing.
He's nice like that.
Currently, copywriting, landing
pages, conversion optimisation,
content creation (writing, video,
audio), sales funnels, email
marketing, traffic acquisition,
project management and
outsourcing to The Philippines
are all things he can lend a hand
with.

Significant projects in the past
have included running an
independent record label and
developing an education &
welfare program in The
Philippines.
He works both from his home in
the UK and - when the weather
takes a predictable turn for the
worst - remotely from Thailand
and The Philippines.
You can email him here or
connect him via Linkedin here.
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